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The animator that I based my design of was Winsor McCay.  I viewed "Little 

Nemo (1911)," "How a mosquito operates (1912)," "Gertie the Dinosaur (1914)," "Bug 

Vaudeville," "The Pet," and "The Flying House (1921)." My character, which I named 

Greg, is a human being because while watching McCay's work; most his characters are 

humans like in "Little Nemo" and "The Flying House." The style of movement I chose is 

semi smooth and choppy because while watching "The Pet". The way he chose to 

animate the pet's movements was very awkward and didn’t resemble his usual style in 

which he showed at the beginning. When my frames jump into a zoomed in frame, they 

are inspired by the way how in "The Pet" and "The Flying House" while in certain frames 

McCay will drop into a zoomed cropped frame to focus on certain objects. 

Areas where I felt I achieved the smoothest motion would have to be from frames 

24-45. From frames 24-37 I made a small flea move around so there wasn't just a close 

up of the box and it was really simple for it to move around since I just needed to place 

a dot a few spaces away from its original position. However from frames 38-45 I had to 

map out a skeleton and movement flow of how a person who would be shocked moves. 

Then after I was happy with how he would react I then added the clothing. The area 

where I'm a little dissapointed that didn’t come out so smoth was from frames 3-23 as 

when I was doing the skeletal movement it looked very natural. Once I added the 

clothing and skin however, the fluidness seemed to leave my character. 
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I feel I went a little too close into McCay's style to animate people because it was 

a lot harder than expected. Needing to replicate folds and the consistent length of fabric 

as the person moves within it takes a lot of time to measure out and animate. I think the 

practice I have now with drawing articles of clothing on a moving person will help me to 

animate my character better. Something I might change to make my animation a little 

more natural and clear would be to not over exaggerate my walking animation as 

people don't exactly bring their arms to the height I have in my animation. When human 

being walk they have a little more drag to their arms and let their arms sway and not 

always look like they are having a great day, and or marching. All in all; I asked people 

around me to check if my character looked shocked and they all agreed that from 

frames 43-50 he looked really shocked. 


